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The behaviour of ionic solutions conﬁned in nanoscale gaps is central to countless processes, from biomolecular function to electrochemistry, energy storage and lubrication. However, no clear link exists
between the molecular-level behaviour of the liquid and macroscopic observations. The problem mainly
comes from the diﬃculty to interrogate a small number of liquid molecules. Here, we use atomic force
microscopy to investigate the viscoelastic behaviour of pure water and ionic solutions down to the single
ion level. The results show a glassy-like behaviour for pure water, with single metal ions acting as lubricants by reducing the elasticity of the nano-conﬁned solution and the magnitude of the hydrodynamic
friction. At small ionic concentration (<20 mM) the results can be quantitatively explained by the ions
moving via a thermally-activated process resisted by the ion’s hydration water (Prandtl–Tomlinson
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model). The model breaks down at higher salt concentrations due to ion-ion interaction eﬀects that can
no longer be neglected. The correlations are conﬁrmed by direct sub-nanometre imaging of the interface
at equilibrium. The results provide a molecular-level basis for explaining the tribological properties of
aqueous solutions and suggest that ion-ion interactions create mesoscale eﬀects that prevent a direct link
between nanoscale and macroscopic measurements.

Introduction
Interfaces between solids and aqueous solutions are ubiquitous in nature,1 often confined to nano-gaps, inside or
between solids.2 Examples range from biomolecules folding3
and microcirculation of metabolites in cells4 to the growth of
minerals5 and geochemistry.6 In technology, the role played by
this so-called nano-confined7 water is arguably even more
central with applications in electrochemistry and energy
science,8 colloidal science,9 biomedical sciences,10 heterogeneous catalysis,11 tribology and lubrication.12 Nano-confined
water does not, generally, behave like its bulk counterpart;
water molecules tend to be more ordered due to their interactions with the surface2,13 and reduced conformational
entropy.14 This molecular ordering vanishes over a few molecular diameters (typically < 1–2 nm) in the bulk liquid,15 but
the specific organisation and dynamics of the interfacial water
molecules depend on the details of each system.2,15–17
Parameters such as the chemical nature and the geometry of
the confining surfaces,8,15 as well as the presence of dissolved
molecules and ions,18 can dramatically influence the behaviour of interfacial water.19 The importance of interfacial eﬀects
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is further emphasised for nano-confined water in systems
where every liquid molecule can be seen as belonging to one
or more interfaces. Additionally, the pressure and the temperature within the nano-confined gap,19–21 as well as a possible
relative motion of the confining surfaces,22 can influence both
the molecular arrangement and the dynamics of the nanoconfined solution.
Numerous studies2,6,7,12–15,17,20–37 have examined the
behaviour of nano-confined aqueous solutions in various
systems and under diﬀerent circumstances. Experimentally,
the two main approaches are based on the surface force apparatus (SFA) and atomic force microscopy (AFM) with each
family of methods oﬀering diﬀerent modes of operation. The
SFA-related methods rely on a well-defined confinement geometry between atomically flat surfaces over a large area (typically several μm2).22,28,31,33,38–41 The distance between the confining surfaces can be measured in an absolute manner using
interferometry, and dynamical measurements of the viscoelastic properties of confined aqueous solutions are possible
over a range of frequencies (typically 1–3 Hz) using surface
force balances (SFB),42 or SFA with resonance detection.33,38,40,41 In contrast, AFM-based methods probe a small
number of liquid molecules, typically located between a nanometre sharp tip and an atomically surface.2,43,44 The exact confinement geometry is less well controlled, unless the tip radius
is artificially increased.45 This is both a drawback and an
advantage over SFA-based methods. On the one hand, AFM is
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able to probe systems locally, with minimal area averaging,
and with sub-nanometre precision in all directions.24,44 AFM
allows for molecular-level imaging of the confined liquid,44,46
direct identification of possible contaminant,47 and avoids
mesoscale averaging eﬀects. On the other hand, the small
confinement area and poor control of the tip geometry can
render interpretation of results challenging, especially in the
absence of an absolute measurement of the confining gap’s
thickness.
Recently, both techniques have been used to investigate the
eﬀects of dissolved metal ions on the behaviour of nano-confined water.31,32,39,42,48–50 SFB studies indicate that ultrapure
water remains mostly fluid even when confined to gaps
<3.5 nm, resulting in a 3–5 fold increase in viscosity.22,28,42,49
This result is supported by some theoretical studies,51,52 and
explained by a fast rotational and translational dynamics of
water molecules under extreme confinement.51 In contrast,
AFM measurements suggest anomalous behaviour of nanoconfined water, with an eﬀective viscosity that increases by orders
of magnitude for nanoscale gaps between hydrophilic surfaces.17,29 This is also supported by some theoretical studies:
Monte Carlo simulations showed that water molecules in
contact with mica’s ditrigonal cavities exhibit a residence time
almost 10 times greater than that of bulk water.30
Dissolving metal salts into the water does not reconcile the
techniques. SFB studies show a general tendency for metal
ions to increase the lubrication of water films confined
between negatively charged mica surfaces, at least for ionic
concentrations in the order of 100 mM NaCl.39,42,49 This was
interpreted as due to the shear rate being smaller than the
hydration shell relaxation rate:50 rapid exchange of water molecules between ions and the mica (in the order of 109 s−1)
ensures that the surface-bound hydration layer remains fluid
at the shear rates (up to 103 s−1).48 Diﬀerent ions give rise to a
wide range of lubricating properties, usually more eﬀective for
ions with a higher charge density39,42 suggesting a more
robust Stern layer. In contrast, AFM experiments on various
concentrations of NaCl suggest the confined ions act as
pinning centres for water molecules, restricting their mobility
and increasing the eﬀective elasticity of the system.32
The discrepancies between techniques highlight gaps in
our understanding of the behaviour of nano-confined aqueous
solutions. The confining constraints and the spatial scale of
observations are just but two potential factors responsible for
the divergent findings, in particular when taking into account
the observed molecular arrangement of the sheared liquid
film.33 Ions do not necessarily arrange randomly at the surface
of solids, but instead can form organised nanoscale clusters
through water-mediated correlations,24 and with millisecond
dynamics at the single ion level.23,53 While only a handful of
reports evidence mesoscale order (1–100 nm),24,25 its origin
would suggest mesoscale eﬀects to be the rule rather than the
exception. In nano-shearing experiments, mesoscale order
could have significant consequences for the dynamics and
lubrication properties of the system depending on the scale
considered.23–25,54 Molecular-level measurements also need to
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address boundary eﬀets55 and any surface singularities that
prevent mean field simplifications.
The present study investigates the tribological properties of
aqueous solutions confined between an AFM tip and a flat mica
surface at the single ion level. We explore the impact of charge
density and pH on the viscoelastic response of the nano-confined liquid. The results provide quantitative insights into the
lubrication properties of nano-confined solution, including the
conditions leading to the breakdown of the simple molecularlevel descriptions that neglect system-specific eﬀects.

Experimental
Sample preparation
High-quality V1 muscovite mica disc (SPI Supplies, West
Chester, PA, USA) glued to a steel plate was freshly cleaved and
rinsed copiously with ultra-pure water (Water AnalaR
NORMAPUR, VWR International Ltd, Leicestershire, UK). All
the solutions were prepared in ultrapure water with 99.9%
pure salts (Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO, USA). pH adjustment
was done with a solution of fuming 37% hydrochloric acid
(HCl, Merck Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA). No buﬀering agent
was used to avoid interfering with the measurements.56,57
Testing of the pH was also conducted immediately after conducting experiments to ensure stability.
Atomic force microscopy measurements
The measurements were performed using a commercial
Cypher ES AFM system (Oxford Instruments, Santa Barbara,
CA, USA), equipped with temperature control. All the experiments were conducted with silicon nitride cantilevers originating from a same wafer (Olympus RC800 PSA, Olympus, Tokyo,
Japan) with a nominal flexural spring constant, kf = 0.39
N m−1. Each cantilever was calibrated using its thermal spectrum58 yielding a typical stiﬀness of 0.33 (±0.05) N m−1 in solution. Calibration of the torsional cantilever inverse optical
lever sensitivity (InvOLS) and spring constant, kt, is a more
demanding procedure59 and was hence performed only on
5 cantilevers. We found kt = 184 (±1) N m−1. The calibration
procedure is described, in detail, in ESI.†
At least, three full sets of measurement (>100 curves each)
were obtained in any given solution. For a given series,
measurements were first conducted in ultrapure water, followed by monovalent, and then divalent salts. The monovalent
ion solutions were tested in no particular order between the
diﬀerent sets in order to minimize the risk of systematic
errors. When exchanging solutions within a given series, the
tip was thoroughly washed with pure water (20 times with
100 μl) and then with the new solution of interest (40 times
with 100 μl). This ensured that only the metal ions of interest
were present on the mica surface (see also ESI†). Particular
attention was paid to avoid any possible sources of contamination (cleaning procedures detailed in ESI†).47
Imaging of the confined Stern layer and hydration landscape was conducted with sub-nanometre resolution. The AFM
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was operated in amplitude-modulation using photothermal
excitation. The ratio A/A0, between the imaging amplitude and
the free amplitude (away from the surface) was kept as high as
possible,24 with A between 0.8–1.5 nm. When operating in this
regime, atomic level resolution of the interface could be routinely achieved.25,47,60
Shear-force spectroscopy
The shearing measurements were acquired over typically five
diﬀerent locations in each solution (at least three) resulting in
∼100 shear-force curves that were subsequently averaged. The
AFM eﬀectively functions as a nanoscopic linear rheometer
(1.1 kHz), with sub-nanometre lateral oscillation amplitudes of
∼0.5 nm chosen to equate the distance between two adjacent
lattice sites for adsorbed ions.61,62 Standard force–distance
curves are then acquired recording simultaneously three quantities: (i) the normal defection of the cantilever, directly related
to the confining force/pressure, (ii) the measured shear amplitude, At, and (iii) the phase lag, φt, between the driving shear
and the resulting tip motion (see ESI, Fig. S1,† for a representative example).63 The shear amplitude At is always taken as
peak to peak throughout this study, and the approaching
speed of the tip towards the surface set to 10 nm s−1. For small
torsional amplitudes, the magnitude of the time-averaged
shear-force, Fshear, can be directly calculated from At:
F shear ¼ At kt ;

ð1Þ

where kt is the torsional spring constant of the cantilever.
When φt = 0°, the cantilever torsion is in phase with the lateral
oscillation of the sample and the coupling is perfectly elastic.
In contrast, if φt = 90°, the coupling is perfectly viscous.
The average energy dissipated per shear cycle, Ediss, can be calculated from the viscous part of the work carried out by the tip
over an oscillation cycle:
Ediss ¼ 2At F shear sinðφt Þ:

ð2Þ

It should be noted that eqn (2) relies on averaged quantities
since the instantaneous (oscillating) shear forces and phases
are not accessible with our setup. As such, the energy dissipated over a cycle is simply modelled as the product of the
viscous component of the shear force and the total distance,
2At, travelled by the tip over a full shear cycle.
Accurate derivation of Fshear and Ediss hinges on a careful
calibration of the system and the tip moving perfectly in phase
with the driving signal. The system calibration is described, in
detail, in ESI,† including control experiments with the tip
pinned to the sample ( perfectly elastic shear) to confirm that
no additional phase lag, induced by possible delays in the
mechanical motion of the oscillating scanner, occurs (see ESI,
Fig. S2 and S3†).
Since At, φt, and hence Fshear and Ediss depend on the
applied confining force, it is useful to present them as
functions of the later. In this study, we consistently present
Fshear, φt and Ediss as functions of the confining force. We note
that if the confinement area is known (typically ∼10 nm2),
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Fshear and Ediss can also be expressed as functions of the confining pressure. Here, the confining pressure increases by
∼100 MPa for every nanonewton load (nN) applied.
Controlling the confinement is diﬃcult with AFM, and tip
asperities can significantly aﬀect the reproducibility of shear
force measurements. To address this issue and remove unreproducible tip asperities, each tip was gently ‘blunted’ in a
controlled manner at the beginning of the experiments. This
resulted in typical tip radii of 15–20 nm (see ESI, Fig. S4†). The
quality of the images (Fig. 1) collected with ‘blunted’ tips
confirms the tips are still sharp enough for high-resolution
imaging.
Analysis and calculations derived from the shear data was
performed using homemade routines programmed in Igor Pro
(Wavemetrics, Lake Oswego, OR, USA) and Python.

Results and discussion
High-resolution imaging of the confined interface
Fig. 1 presents some high-resolution images of the mica
surface in the diﬀerent solutions. In all cases, atomic-level
details are visible, but the quality of the image and the existence of mesoscale order depends on each imaging solution.
The mesoscale patterns for the diﬀerent ions are reproducible
over multiple independent experiments. In pure water, the
pseudo-hexagonal crystal structure appears clearly both in the
topography and phase images. Water molecules form wellordered hydration layers that extend up to 1 nm in the bulk
solution62 and follow the mica lattice arrangements. Adsorbed
K+ and Rb+ ions tend to form small domains due to watermediated attractive lateral interactions when at the interface,23,24 inducing near-uniform looking layer in 5 mM RbCl24
and ordered longitudinal domains in KCl at the same concentration. This is consistent with the hydration structures of Rb+
and K+ ions, with both ions adsorbing mainly in a single
hydration state to the mica substrate. In contrast, Na+ ions can
adopt diﬀerent hydration states (inner and outer shell coordination),64 rendering the AFM images less uniform (Fig. 1d).
Marked localised height variations are visible resulting in
noisier images due to the higher mobility of adsorbed Na+
ions. Divalent Ca2+ ions can also adopt multiple hydration
states and adsorb at both the centre of the ditrigonal cavities
( position 1 the cartoon in Fig. 1f ) and at interstitial sites64
( position 2 in Fig. 1f ). Domains similar to those induced by K+
are visible, but Ca2+ ions are bound more strongly to the mica
and cannot be easily removed.64
Shear-spectroscopy: hard confinement
The high-resolution images shown in Fig. 1 highlight the
importance of local hydration eﬀects on the organisation and
the behaviour of the diﬀerent ions at the interface. Order can
exist both at the molecular (single-ion) level and at the mesoscale, inducing variations in the hydration landscape of the
interface. To single out the impact of single ions on the lubrication of the interface, we conducted shear-force spectroscopy
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Fig. 1 High-resolution AFM images of the interface between mica and diﬀerent experimental solutions. In each solution, both the topographic
( purple-orange colour scale) and phase (blue colour scale) information are shown. (a) Hydration landscape of the mica surface in pure water. The
lighter (higher) areas indicate regions where water molecules form an epitaxial lattice-like arrangement, with 2–3 nm wide domains. (b) In RbCl, the
Rb+ ions tend to form large correlated epitaxial domains, leading to an interface appearing almost uniform at this concentration. (c) K+ ions behave
in a similar fashion as Rb+ (attractive correlation interactions at the interface), resulting in distinctive elongated domains (green arrow). (d) Na+ ions
exhibit no clear structural organization due to higher mobility and multiple solvation states. (e) Ca2+ ions also organise into domains but with many
defects due to the multiple hydration states and adsorption to interstitial sites ( position 2 in f ). (f ) Cartoon representation of the cleaved mica
surface. The scale bar is 3 nm in all images. The colour scale represents height variations of 0.5 nm in topography and 30° in phase. All the ionic
solutions with added salt (5 mM) are at pH 5.38. The temperature is 25.0 ± 0.1 °C.

measurements64 with a shearing amplitude At ∼ 0.5 nm, significantly smaller than mesoscale structures. At is also comparable to the smallest distance ions would diﬀuse when moving
between adjacent lattice sites of the mica. Given the ion coverage of mica shown by the high resolution images, we expect,
on average, at most one ion to be present between the confining tip and the mica surface, eﬀectively conducting single ionlevel nano-tribological measurements.
The results, presented in Fig. 2, confirm the lubricating
eﬀect of the added ions on the system where they reduce Fshear
for a given applied force. The magnitude of the eﬀect depends
on the ion’s charge density, following a standard Hofmeister
series. The phase information shows that while the ions
reduce Fshear, they increase the viscosity of the sheared liquid,
with φt moving closer to 90° (Fig. 2b). This and the fact that
Ediss also decreases when ions are added to the solution
suggest that pure water adopts a glassy-like behaviour.
Substantial friction between ordered hydration water layers
increases the energy dissipated in the system following a
mechanism analogous to boundary friction. Consistently, the
system exhibits a significant elastic response in pure water.
Adding ions ruptures this order and decreases the friction
through an increase in local viscosity. In other words, the
system appears to evolve towards a more liquid-like behaviour
of the interface, better described by hydrodynamic friction.
Both theoretical65,66 and experimental studies67,68 have shown
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that water molecules on mica tend to acquire a crystalline, or
ice-like arrangement in the first layer due to the approximate
lattice matching between the mica surface and the hexagonal
ice basal plane. When under nano-confinement, the diﬀusion
of the water molecules decreases dramatically.23,65
Added ions frustrate the otherwise highly structured hydrogen bond network, limiting the range of intermolecular correlations and competing with the ordered mica surface for water
molecules. This results in an increase in mobility for the water
molecule in the nano-confined gap,50,69 rendering the sheared
solution more viscous. Ions with a larger charge density, ρ,
exhibit a more cohesive hydration shell and tend to strongly
restructure the water’s hydrogen bond network,70–72 leading to
better lubrication properties. This is obvious from the diﬀerence in the friction coeﬃcients derived for Rb+ and Ca2+
(Fig. 2c). Na+ exhibits a slightly anomalous behaviour that
partly challenges this simple description due to its complex
adsorption profile.24,64,73,74 The contribution of anions can be
neglected here given the important negative surface charge of
both confining surfaces. Anions may gather in the upper
hydration layers, but X-ray scattering and AFM show a rapid
decrease of the degree of ordering in this region, indicating
limited impact.75,76
The linear increase of Fshear with the confining force
suggests that the system follows a simple hydrodynamic friction that can be characterised by a single, ion-dependent
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Fig. 2 Averaged shear force (a), shear phase (b) and energy dissipated per shear cycle (c) as functions of the conﬁning force for the diﬀerent
aqueous solutions. The thickness of the curves represents the standard error. Added ions decrease the magnitude of the shear force Fshear at any
given conﬁning force by comparison with pure water, and the phase, φt, increases to values closer to 90°, indicating a more viscous behaviour of the
sheared liquid. At low conﬁning forces (<0.2 nN), the shear amplitude and hence force are close to the experimental noise level and the phase
becomes undeﬁned (φt > 90°, semi-transparent region). The energy dissipation, Ediss, also decreases with added ions, indicating less friction. The
eﬀective friction coeﬃcient derived from (a) are shown in (d) with their standard error (µwater = 0.142 ± 0.002, µRb = 0.089 ± 0.001, µK = 0.074 ±
0.003, µNa = 0.077 ± 0.004, and µCa = 0.059 ± 0.002). The magnitude of the coeﬃcients decreases exponentially with the ion’s charge density
(inset in d) as expected from eqn (3) (see text). (e) The tip-driven shear motion of the ions at the surface of the mica lattice is captured by the
Prandtl–Tomlinson model: the tip pulls ions between adjacent sites, over an energy barrier related to their hydration energy. All the solutions are at
pH 5.38 and ionic solutions contain 5.0 mM salt. The temperature is 25 ± 0.1 °C.

coeﬃcient. Empirically, we find an exponential relationship
between the hydrodynamic friction coeﬃcient and the charge
density of the cations in the solution:
μ ¼ μ0 þ μH e λρ ;

ð3Þ

where µ0 = 0.061 ± 0.002 represents the minimal achievable
friction coeﬃcient, µH = 0.082 ± 0.002 is the maximum
contribution to friction that depends on added ions, and
λ = 1.38 (±0.09) × 10−10 C−1 m3 is an empirical parameter. In
this framework, µ0 describes the friction in the absence of a
cohesive hydrogen-bond network within the sheared layer,
aside from the immediate hydration structure of mica. The
amount of friction induced by reorganizing the cohesive
hydrogen-bond network due to added ions is described by µH
which has a magnitude comparable to µ0. When under shear,
ions move between adjacent adsorption sites ( potential
minima) by overcoming an energy barrier, Ea, related to the
disruption of the hydrogen bond network and to their interaction energy with the surface. The ions move through a thermally activated process,23 here enhanced by the shearing tip
that eﬀectively ‘pulls’ ions to adjacent sites (Fig. 2e).
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Conceptually, this interpretation is captured by the
Prandtl–Tomlinson model77,78 that describes the atomistic
friction between a single atom and a periodic surface. Here,
this translates as the tip being assimilated to a point mass that
pulls single hydrated ions via an elastic spring over the periodic mica lattice. Because of the small amplitude used, ions
are repeatedly dragged back and forth between adjacent sites
of the lattice. While the Prandtl–Tomlinson model has become
famous for its description of the atomistic stick-slip friction,
its theoretical framework can also describe smooth sliding friction. This occurs when the energy barrier experienced by the
atom moving between two adjacent lattice sites is significantly
lower than the energy provided by the pulling spring:
γ¼

2π2 U0
;
ka2

ð4Þ

with γ the ratio between the energy barrier, U0, and the spring
pulling energy. The latter is characterised by the eﬀective
spring constant, k, and the lattice parameter, a. Smooth
sliding is hence expected to occur when γ ≪ 1.
In the present case, the energy barrier, Ea, experienced by
hydrated ions moving between adjacent lattice sites of the
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mica lattice can be deduced from the parameter λ in eqn (3).
λ eﬀectively captures the thermally-activated motion of the
ions and must hence take the following form:
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λ¼

Ea =q
;
kb T=a3

ð5Þ

where Ea/q is the activation energy per unit charge q. The
thermal energy (4.11 × 10−21 J or 25 meV at 25.0 °C) is taken
per volume a3 of the system, with a being a relevant length
scale,79 here half of mica’s lattice parameter (a = 0.26 nm). We
find Ea ∼ 1.26 kbT which corresponds to about half the energy
needed to dehydrate the mica surface over an area of a2. From
eqn (4) and assuming U0 ∼ Ea, we find γ ∼ 10−3 ≪ 1, confirming the validity of our interpretation.
Overall, the model works remarkably well and provides a
consistent interpretation of the molecular processes dominating the nano-shearing measurements. The applicability of the
model also suggests a profound connection between the solid–
solid boundary friction implicitly assumed by the Prandtl–
Tomlinson model and the hydrodynamic friction observed
here for ions at interfaces: at the nanoscale, hydrodynamic
friction can be understood as an extreme case of boundary
friction where ions and molecules are pulled across the interface in a low γ regime that enables smooth motion. In this
framework, the friction force can then be understood in terms
of local solvation eﬀects and disruption of the hydrogen bond
network that oppose the motion of the molecule considered at
the interface, similarly to U0 in the Prandtl–Tomlinson model.
From a purely thermodynamics perspective, the same
process can be explained by the reduced entropy of the confined system whereby the imposed shear force precludes ions
from moving randomly at the interfaces and freely probe all
the available configurational states. This explains the fact that,
for a given applied force, a decrease in the charge density of
the added ion increases Fshear and Ediss: ions with lower ρ
exhibit a weaker solvation shell that can be easily disrupted by
the confining tip. More work is hence needed to compensate
for the associated tip-induced entropy reduction.
The ionic sequence found here for the eﬀective friction
coeﬃcients contrasts with SFB findings.31 This discrepancy
could suggest that the two techniques probe diﬀerent physical
phenomena, due to the diﬀerent sizes in the nano-confined
areas they explore. The mesoscale order visible for K+ ions in
Fig. 1 is likely to influence SFB measurements, for example
inducing local jamming and overlap during the lateral motion
of ions and water molecules within the confined layer.
Additionally, the ionic concentration probed here is relatively
low, to ensure single ion level measurements. At higher concentrations, the confined hydrogen bond network becomes
saturated with ions and other eﬀects can take place such as
ion-ion friction or the sliding past of dense Stern layers. To
explore these eﬀects, we quantified the dependence of Fshear,
φt and Ediss on KCl concentration (Fig. 3). At low ionic concentration (<75 mM KCl), the adjunction of ions enhances the
lubricating properties of the confined solution, but the solu-
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Fig. 3 Evolution of the shear force (a), phase (b) and energy dissipated
per shear cycle (c) as functions of the conﬁning force for diﬀerent concentrations of KCl in aqueous solutions. The evolution is non-monotonous with a minimum in Fshear and Ediss at 75 mM KCl, coinciding with a
strongly elastic behaviour of the conﬁned liquid. This is clearly visible at
low conﬁning pressures (∼0 nN). For easier comparison, the insets (a–c)
show respectively Fshear, φt and Ediss as functions of ionic concentration
for given applied forces.

tion becomes progressively more elastic under a given applied
load already past 5 mM KCl (inset Fig. 3b). Around 75 mM
KCl, the system reaches minimum of friction, but through an
almost completely elastic behaviour. This could be interpreted
as ‘dry’ boundary friction with the K+ ions arranged in such a
manner that the confined hydrogen bond network plays a
minimal role. At such high concentration, the mica is saturated with cations23,80 and multiple layers of ions may exist
between the tip and the surface. Past 75 mM KCl, the lubrica-
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tion properties of the solution deteriorate, and the response
under shear becomes again more viscous. The ionic concentration corresponding to the friction minimum is only approximately identified but the results clearly indicate a non-monotonic behaviour, also confirming previous studies in NaCl.81
Qualitatively, this non-monotonicity should be expected since
ions can no longer behave as dissolved ‘point perturbations’ to
the hydrogen bond network past a certain concentration, but
rather become the dominating feature with its own characteristics. Overall, these results highlight the importance of both
spatial and temporal scales as well as ionic concentration
when characterising the behaviour of confined fluids.
Shear-spectroscopy: soft confinement
The impact of the cations on the behaviour of the nano-confined water’s hydrogen bond network can also be observed
further away from the mica surface, with several layers of water
and ions between the tip and the surface. This is done by
examining changes in Fshear, φt and Ediss as functions of the
tip–sample distance. The results of this experiment are shown
in Fig. 4. In pure water, Fshear increases already when the tip is
still ∼2 nm away from the mica surface. In contrast, Fshear
increases only at distances smaller than ∼0.5 nm when salt is
added to the solution. No clear trend links ρ and Fshear or Ediss
except for an increase in the eﬀective viscosity, consistent with
better-ordered interfacial water layers. The eﬀective viscosity
ηeﬀ of the nano-confined liquid under shear can be quantified
as follows:29
ηðdÞ ¼

Fshear ðd þ bÞ
;
Av

ð6Þ

where A is the tip–sample contact area, ηbulk the bulk solution
viscosity at 25 °C (890 μPa s),82 b the slip length of the liquid
at the interface with mica, and v the shearing velocity. Here,
the average shearing velocity is v = 550 m s−1 and b = 0
(no-slip).29 The significant increase in ηeﬀ for ultrapure water
supports the hypothesised glassy-like behaviour under nanoconfinement (Fig. 2b) and agrees with previous AFM studies in
similar conditions.83
Eqn (6) implicitly assumes a continuous fluid, a hypothesis
that tends to break down at very short tip–sample distances
where the molecular nature of water can no longer be
ignored.17 In pure water, this breakdown is observed for nanoconfinement distances smaller than about two water molecules (dotted vertical blue line in Fig. 4b), characterised by a
subsequent decrease of ηeﬀ. Interestingly, a second step-like
decrease of ηeﬀ can be seen at a distance of ∼0.25 nm (dotted
yellow line), the approximate thickness of a single water layer.
These observations suggest that the apparent decrease of ηeﬀ
can be explained by the tip disrupting ordered, solid-like confined water layers. This is consistent with the significant
elastic response of pure water, its glassy-like behaviour and the
existence of long-range order in the hydrogen bond network.
The presence of ions dramatically reduces ηeﬀ that
decreases only for nano-gaps thinner than a single water layer.
This highlights the fact that the ions’ lubricating properties

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018

Fig. 4 Shear force (a), phase (b) and eﬀective viscosity (c) as functions
of the tip–sample distance. The force increases below distances of
∼2 nm in pure water and ∼0.5 nm in ionic solution. The inset in (a)
shows the evolution of the energy dissipated per shear cycle. The
response of nano-conﬁned water induces a greater dissipation of
energy than in ionic solutions. In (b) the phase is undeﬁned at large tip–
sample distance due to the shear amplitude and force being close to the
noise level (φt > 90°, semi-transparent region). (c) The eﬀective viscosity
of the interfacial liquid increases by orders of magnitude in pure water,
but changes in ionic solutions are close to the noise limit (except for
NaCl). The yellow and blue dotted lines indicate regions where the
conﬁnement is smaller than one or two water molecules, respectively.
For such small nanogaps, the assumption of continuous ﬂuid implicit to
eqn (6) breaks down.17 In the non-contact region, the shearing area is
A ∼ 10 nm2. The slip length of mica was taken to be zero.29

originate from their ability to disrupt the ordered molecular
arrangement of nano-confined water molecules, thereby inducing a greater fluidity of the liquid.50,69,70–72
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Aside from calculating ηeﬀ, it is also possible to derive the
storage, G′, and loss, G″, moduli of the confined liquid (ESI,
Fig. S5†) and obtain an estimate of the system’s relaxation
time τ:17
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τ¼

G′
;
G′′ω

ð7Þ

τ describes the time needed for liquid molecules to relax, overcome the local solid-like order and reach the configuration of
minimum free energy. Here, we find τ ∼ 0.01 ms–0.1 ms, several
orders of magnitude slower than for bulk water, but slightly
faster than the 60 ms dielectric relaxation time of supercooled
water between 170 K and 210 K.17 Similarly to supercooled
water, the dynamics of a glass-forming liquid is governed by the
collective motions of the molecules over the cooperative
length.36 In this framework, the relaxation timescale is related
to reorientation dynamics of the confined water molecules
when forming hydrogen bonds, preferentially parallel and perpendicular to the shearing direction.23 This is in stark contrast
with bulk water where no global preferred arrangements of
dipole exists.37 Adding cations helps break the global symmetry
of the confined system, leading to a faster relaxation.31 We note
that τ must be understood as an order of magnitude since it
was not possible to explore diﬀerent oscillation frequencies, ω.

The eﬀect of pH
One key aspect of measurements involving nano-confined
water is the solution’s pH. The hydronium ions compete with
dissolved metal cations23,80,84 and the dipole of the water
molecules23 for neutralising mica’s negative surface charge. As
a result, changes in pH can have a dramatic eﬀect on the molecular organisation and dynamics of interfacial water, often
with consequences on the interface’s tribological properties.
At low pH, most of mica’s surface charge is neutralised by
strongly bound hydronium ions84 and metal ions tend to
remain dissolved in the bulk solution due to their comparatively lower aﬃnity for the mica surface.84 To test this interpretation, we conducted shear experiments at three diﬀerent pH for
each of the ionic solutions investigated. Representative results
for the KCl solution are presented in Fig. 5. Results in the other
solutions exhibit a similar trend and are hence presented in ESI
for clarity (Fig. S6–S9†). As the pH decreases, both Fshear and
Ediss, increase (Fig. 5a), confirming the replacement of metal
cations by hydronium ions. Hydronium ions limit the cations’
ability to disrupt the ordered hydrogen bond network, but have
a smaller impact on pure water (see ESI, Fig. S6†) given the
similar hydration structures of H3O+ and pure water.35 Dissolved
ions can alter the interfacial network, but this is dependent on
the charge density of the confining surface itself, which is controlled by the pH.

Fig. 5 Evolution of the shear force, energy dissipated per shear cycle and phase as functions of pH in KCl. Results are shown for hard conﬁnement
(a–b) and soft conﬁnement (c–d). The insets in (a) and (c) show the energy dissipated per shear cycle. At tip–sample distance < 0.5 nm, the shear
force and the energy dissipation increase with decreasing pH. These results are consistent with hydronium ions competing with metal cations for
binding sites on mica, thereby limiting the metal cations’ ability to lubricate the system. The experiments are performed at 25 ± 0.1 °C. In (b) and (d)
the phase is undeﬁned at large tip–sample distance and small conﬁning forces due to the shear amplitude and hence force being close to the noise
level (φt > 90°, semi-transparent region).
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Conclusions
This study combines atomic-level resolution AFM imaging
with sub-nanometre shear-force spectroscopy to examine the
nano-tribological properties of aqueous solutions under shear
down to the single ion level. Results obtained in five diﬀerent
aqueous solutions (ultrapure water, RbCl, KCl, NaCl, and
CaCl2) and at diﬀerent pH show that the behaviour of nanoconfined water can be quantitatively interpreted in terms of
the restructuring dynamics of its hydrogen bond network.
Under strong confinement, the system is dominated by the
thermally activated motion of ions between adjacent sites of
the confining mica surface, with an energy barrier determined
by the mica and the ions’ hydration structures. The ions
disrupt the otherwise ordered hydrogen bond network of the
liquid and act as lubricants, whose eﬀectiveness follows a
direct Hofmeister series. Under softer confinement, the ions
still disrupt water’s hydrogen bond network, but ion-specificity
is no longer obvious. Lowering the pH of the solution tends to
replace adsorbed metal ions by hydronium, thereby rendering
the system more elastic and increasing the measured friction.
High-resolution imaging reveals some mesoscopic ordering of
ions within the Stern layer, suggesting that the nanoscale
shear force measurements conducted here cannot be extrapolated directly from measurements involving larger confining
areas and shear amplitudes. Further studies are needed to
investigate the eﬀect of the shearing velocity and extend the
current findings to other ionic species, including for potential
technological applications in the fields of energy and the
design of the ‘ultimate green’ water-based lubricants.12
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